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Abstract. In the setting of a recently developed cellular stochastic traffic flow model, it has
shown that the joint per-cell vehicle densities, as a function of time, can be accurately approx-
imated by a Gaussian process, which has the attractive feature that its means and (spatial
and temporal) covariances can be efficiently evaluated. The present article demonstrates the
rich potential of this methodology in the context of road traffic control and transportation
network design. To solidly provide empirical backing for the use of a multivariate Gaussian
approximation, we rely on a detailed historical dataset that contains traffic flow data. Then,
in the remainder of the paper, we provide a sequence of design and control related example
questions that can be analyzed using the Gaussian methodology. These cover the following
topics: (i) evaluation of stationary performance measures, (ii) route selection, (iii) control of
traffic flows, and (iv) performance of traffic networks with arbitrary topology. In discussing
the setup, results, and applications of these examples, we stress the appropriateness of our
stochastic traffic model over a deterministic counterpart.
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1. Introduction
So as to develop an efficiently operating transport network, one relies on models that aim at
describing the interaction between travelers and the underlying infrastructure. The efficiency
of the network is quantified in terms of performance metrics such as the throughput of roads
(i.e., the volume of vehicles that are sent over a specific road segment per time unit) or the
travel time between specific origin-destination pairs.
It is evident that a well functioning transport network has a favorable effect on society, in
terms of e.g., economic growth and sustainability. This explains why one wishes to use the
models mentioned above to quantify the impact of infrastructural changes, typical questions
in this respect being ‘How much does the throughput increase by opening an additional lane?’
and ‘By how much do travel times go down after building a new highway?’ In addition, the
models are also a useful tool when developing mechanisms that effectively control streams of
vehicles, with typical questions in the spirit of ‘What is the impact on the congestion level
if one adapts the maximum speed to 100 km/h’ and ‘Does distributing the load between
a certain origin and destination over multiple routes improve travel times?’ Also from an
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environmental point of view, there are compelling reasons to rely on traffic flow models, for
instance when one aims at striking a proper balance between efficiency (say, in terms of travel
times or throughput), fuel consumption, and air pollution. In this paper, we illustrate how a
specific methodology that has been developed earlier can be used to solve the various control
and design problems above. We proceed by providing some more background on the model
and the literature.
Traffic flow models come in many varieties, each of them focusing on specific aspects; see,
e.g., [6] for a historic overview of traffic flow models developed between 1950–2000, and [22]
for a more recent account. It is customary to classify these models in terms of the level of
detail at which traffic flows are described, and in addition the timescale considered. On the
one hand there are macroscopic models, which do not distinguish individual vehicles, and work
with concepts like the density, flow, and velocity of the underlying traffic stream. Microscopic
models, on the other hand, describe the dynamics of individual vehicles. Existing models are
predominantly of a deterministic nature, for instance the macroscopic models that aim at
describing vehicles as continuous flows using conservation laws; see e.g., [10] for a seminal
contribution. As argued extensively in [19], besides such physical laws, various microscopic
variables play a crucial role when modeling traffic flows. In this respect one could think of
the different perceptions, moods, and driving habits that individual car drivers may have.
This led to the consensus (as discussed in detail in e.g., [19, Section 1]) that such microscopic
variables should be represented by random variables. Consequently, in order to accurately
describe streams of vehicles, one should work with stochastic traffic flow models.
In [14], a stochastic traffic flow model was developed that contributed in closing the gap
between deterministic, tractable models, and stochastic, intractable models. Following a line
of research that started with [7, 8], a road network, consisting of disjoint segments (referred to
as cells) is considered, with the aim of finding a probabilistic description for the joint vehicle
density of the cells, as a function of time. The framework developed in [14] has a high level
of generality. It in particular explicitly covers vehicle streams consisting of multiple vehicle
types, which enables modeling the different behavior and impact of, say, passenger cars and
trucks, in line with the framework developed in, e.g., [1, 3, 11, 23]. Second, in addition to
evaluating standard performance indicators such as congestion levels and vehicular flows, in
[14] a method was developed to accurately approximate the travel-time distribution between
any origin and destination in the network, for any individual vehicle class.
The first main finding of [14] is that, under a natural scaling of the model parameters, the
vehicle densities of m different vehicle types in d cells, can be accurately approximated (as a
function of time, that is) by a dm-dimensional Gaussian process. Importantly, in particular it is
shown that, by applying standard numerical software, both the intra-segment correlations and
the temporal correlations can be efficiently evaluated in a straightforward manner. A second
main result concerns the convergence, under the same scaling, of the joint per-cell cumulative
arrival process of all vehicle types to a Gaussian limit, from which the approximations to the
travel-time distributions are derived. The scaling mentioned above is to ensure there is enough
aggregation, concretely meaning that the cells should be sufficiently long to guarantee that
the number of vehicles being present is large enough for the central limit regime to kick in.
Importantly, as has been extensively explored, central limit based approximations typically
do not require an excessive scale in order to be reasonably accurate; it is anticipated that a
couple of tens of vehicles per segment should suffice.
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The primary goal of the present paper is to demonstrate the potential of the methodology
developed in [7, 8, 14] in relation to various design and control related questions. To solidly back
the use of that approach, we first perform an extensive analysis to empirically verify whether,
in practice, Gaussian models can be used to accurately approximate the joint distribution of
the vehicle density in the cells. This we do using detailed measurements performed in the
Dutch highway network, so as to systematically assess the conditions under which multivariate
Gaussian distributions can be safely assumed.
Having thoroughly justified the use of a Gaussian model, we proceed by showcasing a
sequence of design and control issues that can be analyzed using the methodology developed
in [14]. These are primarily meant as illustrations of the rich potential of this methodology,
in that various other control and design applications can be dealt with. More concretely, in
this paper we discuss the following examples in which our Gaussian framework is particularly
useful.
˝ An integral part of the model in [14] is the fundamental diagram (see e.g., [22, Section
2] or [13, Section V]) that provides us with the flow for any given value of the density.
This fundamental diagram has a unimodal shape: evidently, the flow is low when the
density is low, but also when the density is high (think of a traffic jam), with a peak
between these two extremes. Interestingly, imposing traffic control measures such as a
speed limit effectively amounts to changing the fundamental diagram. By using the
Gaussian-process approximation, we can quantify the impact of such measures. We can
for instance evaluate by how much the travel time in a specific scenario goes up when
reducing the maximum speed on a road segment. Alternatively, the reduction in the
segment’s throughput can be quantified. The resulting numbers provide policy makers
with the information to judge whether these losses are outweighed by the positive
effects (such as reduction of fuel consumption and/or air pollution).
˝ Car navigation systems typically provide their users with a proxy of the estimated
travel time to a particular destination. In practice, however, in the driver’s decision
often also the uncertainty of the travel time plays a role. How the mean and variance are
weighed typically depends on the purpose of the trip (in particular the consequences of
arriving too late) and the individual driver’s preference; these weights can be captured
by a utility function. For example, when facing the choice between a route with a
high mean travel time but a low variance, and a route with a low mean and a high
variance, the driver picks the route with the highest utility [20]; see also, e.g., [12, 21].
As the framework in [14] is capable of evaluating an accurate approximation of the full
travel-time distribution, in particular the mean and variance of the travel time can be
evaluated, thus providing the driver with all information needed to properly select the
best route.
˝ The Gaussian framework was primarily intended to describe the distribution of the
numbers of vehicles at any point in time, but also the evaluation of stationary metrics as
well. In this respect one can for instance think of the mean time, in stationary conditions,
to traverse a given segment, thus shedding light on capacity-related performance
measures. The employed technique is highly flexible, in that for any performance
measure that is a function of the vehicle density or velocity, its long-term behavior
can be evaluated. Other examples include performance measures that quantify the
deterioriation of roads (which can serve as the basis for maintenance decision making)
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and the carbon-dioxide emission rate (which can be used when developing environmental
policies).
˝ When analyzing road traffic dynamics, the underlying network structure evidently
plays a crucial role. In particular, typical network features like merging, diverging,
backpressure and forward propagation of traffic, add to the complexity of evaluating
the network performance. By using an example network, containing these network
features, we demonstrate how the methodology in [14] is well-suited to handle such
features. More precisely, we argue that for any network topology we can obtain accurate
Gaussian approximations for the vehicle density process, jointly in all cells of all roads
of the network.
A particularly attractive feature of the methodology is that it is capable of evaluating the
joint effect of the implementation of multiple control measures simultaneously, in contrast to
many existing methodologies that primarily focus on quantifying the impact of one measure
in isolation, cf. [17]. As a second advantage, our methods are of an analytic nature, so that
control-related questions can be dealt with relatively quickly. As such, for online applications
and sensitivity analyses our approach is better suited than simulation-based techniques. In
addition, as argued in, e.g., [8], analytic methods also have a considerable advantage over
simulation when computing covariance matrices of traffic state variables from traffic flow
models with a fine time and space discretization.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the analysis of the Dutch highway
data set, assessing the validity of Gaussian approximations. In Section 3, we summarize the
traffic flow model that was studied in [14], and present a brief account of the main findings.
This section also covers our method to evaluate long-term performance of road traffic networks,
using a methodology that incorporates the stochastic nature of traffic. Section 4 illustrates
the importance of working with a probabilistic traffic model in the route selection context.
We present a route choice example where the chosen route depends on the ‘disutility’ due
to the uncertainty inherent in the travel-time estimation. Then, in Section 5, we provide
numerical examples that quantify how a road segment’s performance is affected by the speed
limit, the number of lanes, the arrival rate, and the fraction of vehicles in each of the vehicle
classes. These experiments in particular demonstrate how the Gaussian approximation can
be used for the purposes of control. Finally, in Section 6, we specifically consider network
structures in which traffic streams split and merge. A short abstract covering some of the
material presented in this paper has appeared as [15].
2. Data analysis and model validation
As pointed out in the introduction, in [14] a multi-class stochastic traffic flow model has been
developed. It splits the traffic network into segments (cells), and is capable of describing, in a
stochastic manner, how traffic densities jointly propagate through the cells. A Gaussian-process
approximation was established, using fluid and diffusion limits. It thus leads to an explicit
approximation of the joint distribution of the vehicle densities (both in space and time) in
terms of a multivariate Gaussian distribution.
The fluid and diffusion results in [14] have been established in a specific modeling framework,
with a set of assumptions being imposed. Though these assumptions, which have their origin
in conservation laws, traffic flow theory and stochastic analysis, are mild and commonly
accepted, it still leaves open the question whether the Gaussian diffusion limit offers a sound
approximation in practice. Two concerns play a role in this context.
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˝ In the first place, as described in the introduction, the diffusion limit is an asymptotic
result. This means that in principle the approximations to the joint vehicle-density
process, produced on the basis of the diffusion limit, might substantially deviate
from the actual situation. In situations when the aggregation level of vehicles is
sufficiently high, one expects that the central-limit theorem regime kicks in, so that
the approximations are sound. One wonders, however, under what precise conditions
Gaussian distributions offer a sufficiently accurate approximation.
˝ Secondly, the limiting results have been established under specific assumptions: the dy-
namics are supposed to be Markovian, and in addition specific functions (viz. transition
rates, that reflect the fundamental diagram) are assumed to be Lipschitz continuous
(i.e., continuous with a bounded derivative). It is important to realize, though, that
even if these conditions are not fulfilled, the Gaussian framework potentially still
provides an accurate approximation, albeit not backed by a formal limit result.
The main finding of this section is that we provide solid backing for the claim that it
is reasonable to approximate the distributions of vehicles in a segment with a Gaussian
distribution (with time-dependent parameters). We do so relying on a thorough analysis of a
historical data set of vehicle flows on highways. We have performed an extensive numerical
study, but in this section we restrict ourselves to presenting the main conclusions.
2.1. Explanation of the data set. We proceed by providing some background in the data
set that we will use. This publicly available data is retrieved from the ‘Nationale Databank
Wegverkeersgegevens’1. The data set contains measurements of the number of vehicles passing
a measuring site, expressed in vehicles per hour, at 876 measuring locations in the Netherlands
along the A2 highway, one of the main highways in the Netherlands. The measurements are
recorded in one minute intervals, covering 167 days: from June 3rd 2018, 04 am, till November
26th 2018, 11 pm.
In our analysis, we have restricted ourselves to time intervals between 4 am and 11 am. As
a consequence, the amount of data is somewhat reduced, but the time window chosen contains
the quiet period at the beginning of the day as well as the morning rush-hour. In Figure 1, for
a single measuring site, the first 8 days of data as well as the first 24 days of data (both of
them starting at a Monday) are shown for illustration.
We wish to assess the validity of the claim that the number of vehicles on a road segment
are approximately Gaussian. As a first step, we consider the flow over 1-minute intervals,
measured at both endpoints of the segment. We collect the measurements of the 167 days, per
day of the week and time t (in minutes) within the 4 am–11 am interval (with t “ 1 up to
7ˆ 60 “ 420). As can be seen from Figure 1, the weekend days differ significantly from the
working days, while among the working days the Fridays slightly deviate as well.
If these flow measurements would stem from a (multivariate) Gaussian distribution, then
also each of the differences between the entries are (univariate) Gaussian. Focusing on adjacent
(in time, that is) 1-minute intervals, this would imply that the change in density at time t
is normally distributed. If we would find support for such a normal distribution for every
1-minute slot, then we have strong evidence for the desired Gaussian distributions.
2.2. Data preparation and preliminary (univariate) analysis. As mentioned above, to
validate the Gaussian approximation, we consider the empirical distribution of the flow at
1https://www.ndw.nu/pagina/nl/103/datalevering/120/open_data/
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Figure 1. Illustration of time series data: flow (over 1-minute intervals) as a
function of time.
both endpoints of the site under consideration, for every weekday and every minute in the 4
am–11 am interval.
2.2.1. Setup and methodology. We already commented on the differences between the days
of the week. Since we are interested in comparing distributions, the measurements under
consideration, of which our sample consist, should ideally be drawn from identical distributions.
As such, we will exclude Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays, so that we end up with data from 96
days. We have not cleaned the data more than this, meaning that it may still contain effects
related to seasonality, holidays, etc. This means that if our analysis shows that normality is a
reasonable approximation in this setting, then conceivably in reality this is even more the case.
In this section we focus on six adjacent measurement sites, on a segment without on- and
off-ramps. These will be our central object during our study, that is, we show that the
multivariate normal distribution is a good approximation to their empirical flow distributions;
see Figure 2 for the location of these measurement sites.2 The names of the measurement sites
are given in the Appendix A, in Table 1. In light of the space available, we have decided to
limit ourselves in this section to the results corresponding to three representative cases per
experiment, two of which are presented in Appendix A.
2.2.2. Results of the univariate analysis. We now present our findings for the univariate
empirical flow distributions. From Figure 1, we can see that there is a strong daily pattern, so
that when normality holds, the parameters will be time dependent. It is anticipated that the
fit will become worse when we aggregate the per-minute flows into τ -minute intervals, with
τ an integer larger than 1. Our objective is to identify the maximal value of τ up to which
the univariate distributions are close to normal, giving a rough indication of the maximal τ
up to which we can expect a good fit for the multivariate case. Note that in addition in the
2Image made with screenshots from: https://dexter.ndwcloud.nu/opendata, which uses Mapbox and
OpenStreetMap
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Figure 2. Locations (in dark purple) of all measurement sites (left), location
of measurements under consideration (middle), and a zoomed-in image showing
the analyzed measurement sites (right). The pink dots are other measurement
sites in the Netherlands at which data is gathered.
univariate setting we can perform a graphical analysis with qq-plots and histograms. These
graphical techniques have their multivariate counterparts, but these are harder to visualize
and interpret.
In this univariate analysis we consider the first three measurement sites. In Figure 3 we
have plotted the histograms (together with the associated best-fit normal density), and the
corresponding qq-plots, for the flow measurements at site 2, at times 05:20 am and 07:20 am,
aggregated over τ -minute intervals, with τ “ 1, 2, 5, 10, 20. More precisely, for a given value
of τ the sample corresponding to time 05:20 am consists of all τ per-minute flow measurements
taken in the interval between 05:20 am and 05:(20` τ ´ 1) am, for all days 96 days in the
data set, which amounts to a sample of size 96τ (approximately, as a consequence of missing
observations).
Our first observation is that the histograms are reasonably bell-shaped, and are reasonably
well approximated by the best-fit normal density, though we cannot draw strong conclusion
from these figures. In addition, the qq-plots are quite close to linear, especially for the
05:20 am data. However, when τ becomes larger, we can see both from the histograms and
(more explicitly) from the qq-plots, that the tails of the empirical distribution become more
skewed. This an be seen as a consequence of the non-stationarity, i.e., the distribution has a
time-dependent mean and variance, which for larger τ results in skewed tails. In Figures 22
and 23, in Appendix A, we have plotted the histograms and qq-plots for sites 1 and 3, which
show very similar behavior. In conclusion, the figures do not reject normality, but for stronger
backing we require additional analysis.
To find additional support, we rely on statistical goodness-of-fit tests. More precisely,
for every τ -minute interval between 4 am and 11 am., we apply a χ2 goodness-of-fit test
to the corresponding empirical distribution, with the null-hypothesis being that the data is
distributed as a normal distribution, with mean and variance as given by their respective
maximum likelihood estimators. Note that these parameters are estimated for every τ -minute
interval, and are therefore time-varying. The χ2 test is applied to samples of size at least
90, with 10 bins that under the null-hypothesis contain 10% probability mass each. Hence,
the number of expected observations per bin is at least 9 for each test, so that the test is
sufficiently reliable.
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Figure 3. Distribution of flows at site 2, at times 05:20 am (left) and 07:20
am, measured in intervals of τ minutes, for τ “ 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 (read from above
to below).
We have plotted the resulting p-values cumulatively, as a function of time for τ “ 1, 2, 5, 10,
in Figure 4. For τ “ 20 the cumulative p-value was 0.25, and thus we reject the null-hypothesis
for a normal distribution for almost every τ -minute interval. In the figure, every line segment
has a color that is associated to its slope, in the sense that the value of the p-value on the
right endpoint of a segment determines the color. One can thus, from the color of the curve at
that time, visually distinguish the ‘quality of a normal fit’ at a specific moment in time. We
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Figure 4. Cumulative p-values of χ2 tests at site 2, as a function of time, for
τ -minute intervals, with τ “ 1 (top left), τ “ 2 (top right), τ “ 5 (bottom left),
and τ “ 10 (bottom right).
observe that, since the p-values correspond to quantiles, that under the null-hypothesis the
slope of the curve should be 0.5.
The main conclusion from Figure 4 is that the fit becomes worse when τ increases. This is
again an indication of the non-stationarity discussed above. More precisely, for τ ě 5, the
χ2 test rejects the null-hypothesis (of a normal distribution, that is) at more than half the
τ -minute intervals, with the fit becoming worse for τ “ 10. In contrast, the fit for τ “ 2 is
already quite reasonable, with normality only rejected at a small number of intervals, mostly
at around 4 am. For τ “ 1, the curve is close to having the desired slope of 0.5, which is
strong indication that distribution of the 1-minute intervals is indeed Gaussian. The analogous
figures for sites 1 and 3 can be found in Appendix A, in Figures 20 and 21, and display similar
results.
Based on the above, when considering the multivariate case, we only have to consider τ
equal to 1 or 2: at that timescale Gaussian distributions offer an accurate description for
the one-dimensional flows. We proceed in the next section by extending our analysis to the
multivariate case.
2.3. Analysis of the multivariate case. We consider the joint empirical distribution at two
measurement sites, so as to assess whether joint Gaussian distributions provide an accurate
approximation. We first explain our methodology, after which we present our results.
2.3.1. Setup and methodology. The study of distributions in the multivariate case is considerably
more involved than in the univariate case. To begin with, though in principle graphical analysis
in the scenario of two-dimensional distributions is possible, it is quite a bit harder to interpret
two-dimensional histograms and qq-plots. Therefore, we have decided to follow another
approach, and focus on hypothesis testing instead. Due to the lack of a goodness-of-fit test
for multivariate normality, we utilize the result that a stochastic vector X “ pX1, . . . , XpqJ of
length p, p P N, is p-variate normally distributed if and only if θJX is univariate normally
distributed, for all θ P Rp, where a point mass is seen as a normal distribution with variance
zero [2, p. 383]. Our approach is now to apply a goodness-of-fit test to linear combinations of
flow measurements, measured at identical times, at two different measurement sites.
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Figure 5. Cumulative p-values of χ2-test (Ppα,βqptq), for linear combinations
of measurements at site 2 and site 3, as a function of time t, for τ “ 1.
In our setup, we consider two measurement sites from the segment consisting of six adjacent
sites, which we index by natural numbers i, j P t1, . . . , 6u. For both measurement sites,
we have observations of the per-minute flow, which we interpret of realizations of the two
random variables Xi and Xj. To verify that pXi, Xjq has a bivariate normal distribution,
we consider linear combinations αXi ` βXj, for a finite set of pairs pα, βq. Take α, β P
t´2,´1,´1{2, 1{2, 1, 2u, by evident scaling properties it suffices to consider only the pairs
tp2,´2q, p2,´1q, p2,´1{2q, p2, 1{2q, p2, 1q, p2, 2q, p´1, 2q, p´1{2, 2q, p1{2, 2q, p1, 2qu.
For each pair, we apply the χ2 goodness-of-fit test to αXi`βXj , with the null-hypothesis that
the distribution is normal, for each τ -minute interval of observations, τ P t1, 2u. The setup of
the χ2 test is the same as in the univariate case, working with 10 bins with 10% probability
mass each under the null-hypothesis.
2.3.2. Results of the multivariate analysis. We continue by presenting the results of the χ2-test.
In Figures 5 and 6, we have plotted the cumulative p-value as a function of time, following
the procedure underlying Figure 4, with, respectively, τ “ 1 and τ “ 2. The vertical axes
correspond to the interval r0, 210{τ s, since 210{τ is the expected height of the curve under the
null-hypothesis, making sure that the curve has slope 0.5.
For τ “ 1, Figures 5 shows that the χ2-test does not reject normality for almost every time
t between 4 am and 11 am, with the slope of the curves being between 0.4 and 0.5 for most
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Figure 6. Cumulative p-values of χ2-test (Ppα,βqptq), for linear combinations
of measurements at site 2 and site 3, as a function of time t, for τ “ 2.
figures. The only exception is pα, βq “ p2,´2q; here it may play a role that when subtracting
two random variables of the same order of magnitude may lead to a quantity with a relatively
high coefficient of variation (realizing that the mean of the difference is small). Comparing
these figures to the corresponding plots for the univariate case, in Figure 4, we see that the fit
becomes slightly worse, but not significantly; in some cases the fit becomes even a bit better.
For τ “ 2, we see the similar results, with the overall conclusion that the fit is still more than
acceptable for a significant part of the times t between 4 am and 11 am. Similar conclusions
can be drawn for the joint distribution of flows at measurement sites 1 and 2 (see Figures 24
and 25, in Appendix A). Regarding the role of dependence, increasing the distance between
the measurement sites does not clearly improve the results (see Figures 26 and 27 for the
results corresponding to site 1 and site 6), in Appendix A.
Based on these above, we conclude that bivariate Gaussian distributions are accurate
approximations to the bivariate empirical flow distributions in the data set. This provides
further support for the joint cumulative flow process (and hence also the joint vehicle densities
process) being accurately approximated by a Gaussian process.
3. Evaluation of stationary performance measures
In this section we show the model of [14] can be used to evaluate long-term performance
measures, that explicitly incorporate the stochastic nature of traffic. Examples of such
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performance metrics are the number of vehicles that traverse a road per unit of time, or the
amount of carbon-dioxide emitted per unit of time. The results can be used to support decision
making, as we shall illustrate in Section 5.
In this section we first briefly describe the model and main results from [14]. We restrict
ourselves to aspects that are relevant for road traffic researchers, in that for all rigorous backing
we refer to [14]. The main idea is that we express long-term performance measures in terms of
the stationary distribution of an underlying Markov chain. By approximating this stationary
distribution, using the Gaussian diffusion limit, we obtain an accurate and efficient method
for computing the performance measure of interest.
3.1. Model summary. We now provide a compact model description; see [14, Section 3] for
more details. For ease we focus on a segment consisting of a sequence of cells, modeling a road
segment without any intermediate on-ramps and off-ramps, rather than a general network. As
pointed out in [14, Section 7.1], however, the setup naturally extends to networks; see also
Section 6.
The segment is divided in d cells, with cell i having length 1{`i ą 0, for i P t1, . . . , du. We
consider m different vehicle types. We denote by Xijptq the number of type-j vehicles, in
cell i at time t ě 0, for j P t1, . . . ,mu and i P t1, . . . , du. We assume Xijptq P t0, 1, . . . , X jamij u,
where X jamij is the maximum number of type-j vehicles that can be simultaneously present in
cell i. We denote Xptq for the md-dimensional random vector with entries Xijptq. We define
the type-j vehicle density in cell i at time t ě 0 by
ρijptq : “ Xijptq
`i
,
attaining values in t0, 1{`i, . . . , X jamij {`iu, where ρjamij :“ X jamij {`i can be interpreted as the
jamming vehicle density. Analogously to Xptq, we let ρptq be the md-dimensional random
vector with entries ρijptq.
Vehicles traverse the consecutive cells, starting at cell 1 and ending at cell d. In a cellular
transition model (CTM), vehicle-mass moves across cell boundaries at a rate that is given by a
discrete flux-function. This function, whose arguments are the vehicle densities in the sending
and receiving cells (of all m types), is derived from a macroscopic fundamental diagram (MFD)
by solving an associated Riemann problem [14, Section 3.2]. More formally, this means that
the discrete flux-function from cell i to cell i` 1 is given by a function of the type
q˜i :
mą
j“1
´
r0, ρjamij s ˆ r0, ρjami`1,js
¯
Ñ
mą
j“1
r0, qmaxij s,
where, as pointed out in [14, Assumption 3.1], a mild regularity condition has to be imposed
on these q˜i.
In our setup, we consider stochastic inter-cell transition times, so that the mean dynamics
correspond with a CTM. To be precise, the time it takes a type-j vehicle to move from cell
i to cell i ` 1 is an exponentially distributed random variable, with a mean that is in line
the discrete flux-function. In addition to vehicles jumping between cells, vehicles enter the
segment at cell 1 and depart from the segment at cell d. These transitions are to be handled
slightly different from the inter-cell transitions. Concretely, the arrival rate at cell 1 (say of
type j) depends on the vehicle densities in cell 1 but is in addition bounded by a (given) rate
λj. Likewise, the type-j departure rate at cell d is a function of the vehicle densities in cell d,
truncated at νj. Since in our framework the transition times are exponentially distributed,
the process under study is a continuous-time Markov chain.
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We denote by q0,jpρptqq, qi,jpρptqq and qd,jpρptqq, respectively, the type-j arrival rate at cell 1,
transition rate between cell i and cell i ` 1, and departure rate from cell d, given the state
of the system ρptq, where j P t1, . . . ,mu and i P t1, . . . , d´ 1u. We observe that these rates
characterize the infinitesimal generator underlying our Markov process. Importantly, we can
write the type-j density in cell i by
ρijptq “ ρijp0q ` 1
`i
ż t
0
Yi´1,j
ˆż t
0
qi´1,j pρpsqq ds
˙
´ 1
`i
ż t
0
Yi,j
ˆż t
0
qi,j pρpsqq ds
˙
,
where Yijp¨q are independent unit-rate Poisson processes, with j P t1, . . . ,mu and i P t1, . . . , du.
Observe that Yijptq can be seen as the cumulative number of arrivals to cell i of type j
over the interval r0, ts. We denote by Y p¨q the process with entries Yi,jp¨q, for i P t0, . . . , du,
j P t1, . . . ,mu.
3.2. Main results. The Markov chain defined in the previous section has a huge state space.
As a consequence, direct numerical evaluation of performance metrics is often not feasible.
The main idea presented in this section, is to approximate the random objects under study by
a suitably chosen Gaussian counterpart. The formal backing of this procedure is given by the
scaling limits presented in [14, Section 4], which we briefly summarize here.
We scale the cell lengths by a factor n to ensure enough aggregation for the central limit
theorem to kick in, i.e., `i ÞÑ n`i where n will grow large. Simultaneously, we scale time by a
factor n, i.e., t ÞÑ nt, so that that the expected flow of density between cells per unit of time
remains invariant. We denote ρnptq :“ ρpntq{n, with the cell lengths being n`i.
For keep notation light, let Qpρptqq be the vector of length pd` 1qm with entries qi´1,jpρptqq,
i P t1, . . . , d` 1u, j P t1, . . . ,mu, ordered lexicographically, i.e., Qpi´1qm`j “ qi´i,j. We define
H to be the dm ˆ pd ` 1qm matrix with Hkl :“ 1tk“lu ´ 1tk`m“lu. Finally, we set L as the
dmˆ dm-dimensional diagonal matrix, with the k-th diagonal element being 1{`i if rk{ms “ i,
for k P t1, . . . , dmu and i P t1, . . . , du.
The first result is a fluid limit, which can be seen as a law of large numbers. It states that if
ρnp0q Ñ ¯ρp0q, then, almost surely as nÑ 8,
ρnptq Ñ ρ¯ptq “ ρ¯p0q `
ż t
0
F pρ¯psqq ds, (1)
with F pρptqq :“ LHQpρptqq; for the precise statement we refer to [14, Thm. 4.1].
The second result is a diffusion limit, which can be regarded as a central limit theorem.
Suppose that limnÑ8
?
n|ρnp0q ´ ρ0| “ 0 for some ρ0. Then the process ρˆnp¨q, defined through
ρˆnptq :“ ?npρnptq ´ ρ¯ptqq, converges in distribution (as nÑ 8) to the process ρˆp¨q solving the
stochastic differential equation
ρˆptq “ ρˆp0q `
ż t
0
BF pρ¯psqqρˆptq ds`
ż t
0
LHΣpρ¯psqq dBpsq; (2)
see for details [14, Thm. 4.3]. Here BF pρptqq is to be understood as the matrix of weak partial
derivative of F pρ¯ptqq, Σpρ¯psqq is the diagonal matrix with the square roots of Qpρ¯ptqq as entries,
and Bp¨q is a length-pd` 1qm vector of independent standard Brownian motions.
It is known that ρˆp¨q, as defined through (2), is a Gaussian process, with the corresponding
mean vector and covariance matrix being defined as
Mptq :“ Erρˆptqs, Γps, tq :“ cov pρˆpsq, ρˆptqq “ Erpρˆpsq ´Mpsqqpρˆptq ´MptqqJs.
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The variance of ρˆptq is denoted by V ptq :“ varrρˆptqs “ Γpt, tq. As in [9, Section 5.6, Problems
6.1, 6.2], with Φ¯psq :“ Φps, 0q, these satisfy the explicit expressions
Mptq “ Φ¯ptq
„
Mp0q `
ż t
0
Φ¯´1psq ds

,
Γps, tq “ Φ¯psq
„
V p0q `
ż t^s
0
Φ¯´1puqLH Σpρ¯puqq `Φ¯´1puqLH Σpρ¯puqq˘J du Φ¯Jptq. (3)
In addition, Mptq and V ptq solve the linear (matrix) differential equations
dMptq
dt
“ BF pρ¯ptqqMptq,
dV ptq
dt
“ BF pρ¯ptqqV ptq ` V ptqpBF pρ¯ptqqqJ ` LH Σpρ¯ptqqpLH Σpρ¯ptqqqJ. (4)
For the cumulative per-cell arrival process Y ptq, similar results have been derived [14, Section
5], which we briefly recapitulate now. Note that we have
ρptq “ LXp0q ` LH Y ptq, (5)
where Xp0q :“ L´1ρp0q is the initial number of vehicles per cell. Note that Yi,jp¨q is a counting
process with rate qi,jpρptqq. But, by (5), we can also write these rates as functions Y ptq, say
hpY ptqq. It effectively means that the fluid and diffusion limits that apply to ρp¨q, also apply
to Y p¨q. To be precise, if limnÑ8Xnp0q “ Xp0q, then for the sequence of scaled processes
tY np¨qun defined through Y nptq :“ Y pntq{n, almost surely as nÑ 8,
Y np¨q Ñ Y¯ p¨q “
ż t
0
hpY¯ psqq ds.
Suppose that limnÑ8
?
n|Xnp0q ´ Xp0q| “ 0. Then the sequence of scaled and centered
processes tYˆ np¨qun defined through Yˆ nptq :“ ?npY nptq ´ Y¯ ptqq, converges in distribution (as
nÑ 8) to Yˆ p¨q solving the stochastic differential equation
Yˆ ptq “
ż t
0
BhpY¯ psqqYˆ psq ds`
ż t
0
Σ¯pY¯ psqq dBpsq, (6)
where Bh is to be understood as the matrix of weak partial derivatives of h, and Σ¯pY¯ psqq is
the pd` 1qmˆ pd` 1qm diagonal matrix with entries hpY¯ psqq.
The computation of means and (co-)variances can be done following the same procedure as
the one used for the vehicle densities. Moreover, since for any 0 ď t1 ă t2 ă . . . ă tk ă 8,
for all k P N, the distribution of the random vector pY pt1, . . . , Y ptkqqJ is Gaussian, we have
that any linear transformation of this vector is again Gaussian. In [14, Section 5], we exploit
this fact to approximate the distribution of travel times between origins and destinations in
the network. For i P t1, . . . , du and k P t0, . . . , d ´ i ´ 1u, we define the type-j travel time,
Ti,i`k,jptq, as the time that it takes a vehicle of type j to depart from cell i` k, given that it
is in cell i at time t. Neglecting the effect of vehicles of the same type overtaking each other
(cf. [18, Eqn. (40)]),
tTi,i`k,j ą xu “ tYi`k,tpt` xq ă Yi´1,jptqu, x ą 0. (7)
As such, the probabilities PpTi,i`k,j ą xnq, with xn ą 0 and n P t1, . . . , Nu for some N P N,
can be derived from the random vectors Y ptq, Y pt` x1q, . . . , Y pt` xNq, the joint distribution
of which we can approximate using the Gaussian process obtained in the diffusion limit (6).
We emphasize that, due to the time-dependent parameters of the distribution of Yˆ ptq, the
distribution of Ti,i`k,j is typically not Gaussian.
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3.3. Stationary performance metrics. We have constructed the continuous-time Markov
process ρp¨q. It is irreducible, as a consequence of the fact that the probability to go from
any state to the empty state (all cells being empty, that is), in any given amount of time, is
strictly positive. Since the state space S of ρp¨q is finite, every state is automatically positive
recurrent, and thus the Markov process has a unique invariant distribution, which is also a
limiting distribution [16, Sections 3.5 and 3.6]. In other words, ρp¨q is an ergodic Markov
chain.
In this subsection we focus on the evaluation of long-term performance metrics. We
illustrate our approach by an example. Since ρp¨q is ergodic, every vehicle entering the road
will eventually leave the segment at cell d. Therefore, in the stationary regime, the number
of vehicles arriving in the first cell is a measure for the throughput of the segment. In other
words, picking fp¨q “ q0p¨q, fpρptqq quantifies the throughput of the segment at time t. The
long-term throughput is given by, for t large,ż t
0
fpρpsqq ds. (8)
Due to ρp¨q being an ergodic Markov chain, the ergodic theorem [16, Thm. 3.8.1] applies, and
we thus have that, almost surely as tÑ 8,
1
t
ż t
0
fpρpsqq dsÑ
ÿ
xPS
fpxqpipxq, (9)
where pipxq is the stationary probability of the system being in state x. Combining (8) and
(9), suggests approximating the throughput in the interval r0, ts byż t
0
fpρpsqq ds « t
ÿ
xPS
fpxqpipxq. (10)
One usually obtains the stationary probabilities pipxq by solving the system’s balance equations.
This is, however, not a viable option: it would take prohibitively long due to the process’
large state-space. An attractive alternative is to approximate the stationary probabilities,
using that ρp¨q is approximately a Gaussian process with mean ρ¯ptq and variance varrρˆptqs; see
the discussion in [14, Section 6.1]. More concretely, we approximate pip¨q by a multivariate
Gaussian distribution, having mean vector µ and covariance matrix V such that
F pµq “ 0
9V pµq “ BF pµqV ` V BF pµq ` LHΣpµq pLHΣpµqqJ “ 0,
so that, using (1) and (4), we obtain the stationary distribution of the approximating Gaussian
process. We compute the above stationary point pµ, V q P Rd`1ˆd using a fixed point iteration
by considering the sequence tµkuk and tVkuk given by
µk`1 “ µk ` F pµkq∆t, Vk`1 “ Vk ` 9V pµkq∆t,
where µ0 and V0 are, respectively, the length-d zero vector and d ˆ d zero matrix. In our
experiments we took ∆t “ 0.001, and we terminated the iteration when the Euclidean distance
between pµk`1, Vk`1q and pµk, Vkq is below 10´9.
Once we have the stationary distribution of the Gaussian process, we can approximate the
stationary probability pipxq, x P S, by integrating the density of a Ndmpµ, V q random variable
over rectangles, using a continuity correction. More precisely, with
Rpxq :“ tpy11, . . . , ydmq : yij P rxij ´ 1{p2`iq, xij ` 1{p2`iqs, i P t1, . . . , du, j P t1, . . . ,muu,
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denoting a rectangle around x, we approximate pipxq with (in self-evident notation)
ηpxq :“
ż
yPRpxq
dNpµ, V qpyq.
Hence, based on the above reasoning our approximation becomesż t
0
fpρpsqq ds « t
ÿ
xPS
fpxqηpxq.
Thus far we have been using the example of throughput, but we would like to stress that
any other stationary performance metric can be dealt with in the precise same way, with the
only restriction to be imposed that fp¨q is bounded. Another application of this framework
could relate to the quantification of the pollution level, so as to support environmental policies.
Likewise, for maintenance purposes, one could aim at assessing quantities that reflect the
deterioration of the road.
3.4. Numerical example for throughput. We now illustrate the above procedure for
computing stationary metrics by a numerical example. As in the previous section, we take
fp¨q “ q0p¨q. This means that we aim at assessing the long-term average rate of vehicles
entering the road.
In our example, we use the single-type MFD and associated discrete flux-function that was
introduced by Daganzo [5]; cf. [14, Example 3.2] for a short account. As m “ 1, we omit the
subscript j in the notation. Denote by η1pxq the probability of the approximating stationary
Gaussian distribution corresponding to cell 1 being in a state in rx´ 1{p2`iq, x` 1{p2`iqs, with
x in the state space S1 of cell 1. In our experiments we compute the stationary throughput
rate ÿ
xPS1
q0pxqη1pxq, (11)
for various values of λ P r0, 2520s, and for ν “ 1200. In addition, we take the cell lengths `i
equal for each i P t1, . . . , du, and consider various cell lengths to assess their influence on the
approximation; `i P t11{ρmax, 22{ρmax, 54{ρmax, 1u km, with the fractions taken so that Xmaxi
is an integer, for each cell i. As for the remaining parameters, we have chosen d “ 5, vf “ 80
km/h, w “ 16 km/h, qmax “ 1800 and ρmax “ 108 veh.
To compare (11) with its deterministic analog, we also compute the throughput rate that is
based on the mean the marginal stationary distribution of cell 1 only:
q0
˜ÿ
xPS1
xη1pxq
¸
.
To illustrate the accuracy of the approximation, we also estimate the stationary throughput
rate using simulation, with the estimator t´1
şt
0
q0pρpsqq ds for t “ 10, with ρp¨q corresponding
to the stationary regime.
We now present our numerical results. In Figure 7, we have plotted our three estimates
as a function of λ, for our choices of `i. We observe that for small `i the estimate based on
our Gaussian approximation (‘stoch.’) is closer to the simulated estimate (‘sim.’) than the
deterministic estimate (‘determ.’), indicating that an estimate purely based on the mean does
not suffice in this model. When `i increases, both estimates get closer. It should be noted,
however, that this is due to the fact that the variance of the diffusion limit goes to zero as
`i Ñ 8, essentially being a model-property. The kink in the curve of the theoretical estimate
is a numerical effect caused by the stationary regime changing from free-flow to congested.
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Figure 7. Graphs of our approximation (stoch.), point estimate (determ.), and
simulated estimate (sim.) for the stationary throughput rate, as a function of λ,
for ν “ 1200, and `i “ 11{108 (top left), `i “ 22{108 (top right), `i “ 54{108
(bottom left), and `i “ 108{108 (bottom right).
This leads to a shift of the mean of the Gaussian density. In practical terms this kink can
be easily remedied: by fitting a strictly increasing function to the blue theoretical curve, one
obtains a highly accurate approximation of the red simulated curve.
Finally, the horizontal part of the graphs shows that the throughput rate is bounded. The
truncation level associated to the Gaussian estimate could be used as a proxy for the capacity
of the road segment.
4. Route choice in stochastic environments
Nowadays, navigation software is intensively used for route selection purposes. Often, the
route that minimizes travel time is seen as the optimal route. Importantly, in such algorithms
travel times are typically treated as deterministic quantities. As we argued, however, road
traffic systems are inherently stochastic. This could mean that, for instance, when choosing
between two alternatives, the route with the shorter expected travel time has the larger
standard deviation. In such a situation it is up to the driver to make a choice: depending on
his personal preferences (in terms of risk aversion) and the importance of the specific trip,
she will choose the best alternative. A convenient framework enabling such decision uses the
concept of utility functions [20]; see also e.g., [12, 21]. Such a utility function could encompass
both mean and standard deviation of the travel time, but in addition also for instance the
95%-quantile.
Based on the above, it makes sense to rely on a modeling framework in which travel times
are represented by random variables. The setup of [14], as summarized in Sections 3.1–3.2, is
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particularly suitable for these purposes. It provides us with an accurate approximation of the
travel-time distribution, covering all possible arguments of the utility function (in particular
moments and quantiles). In this section, we give an example that illustrates how different
routes can be considered optimal, depending on the driver’s specific preferences.
4.1. Route choice example. As argued above, a driver does not only care about his expected
time of arrival, but also about the corresponding uncertainty. In general, she wishes to minimize
a utility, which is a function of various features of the travel-time distribution. In our example,
we consider the specific example of a road user with a utility function that is of the form
µ` cσ, for some constant c ą 0, where µ and σ are the expectation and standard deviation of
the travel-time of the chosen route. The situation is considered in which the road user can
choose to drive to a destination using two different roads, both having identical characteristics,
except for the free-flow (maximum) velocity.
More concretely, let both roads consist of d “ 3 cells, all of length `i “ 1 km. We take the
Daganzo MFD again for the dynamics of vehicles, with two parameter settings. For the first
set of parameters, we take w “ 16 km/h, ρmax “ 108 veh/km, qmax “ 1500 veh/h, λ “ 1400
veh/h, and ν “ 1500 veh/h, with the free-flow velocity of route 1 being vf “ 90 km/h, and for
route 2 vf “ 80 km/h. For the second setting, we take w “ 20 km/h, ρmax “ 108 veh/km,
qmax “ 1800 veh/h, λ “ 1700 veh/h, and ν “ 1800 veh/h, with vf “ 120 km/h for route 1,
and vf “ 110 km/h for route 2.
For both routes, we compute the travel-time distribution by (7), using the Gaussian approx-
imation of the quantities featuring in the event on the right-hand-side. The corresponding
mean vector and covariance matrix can be found relying on the analog of equations (4) for
Yˆ p¨q. In this example, we initialize the differential equations for the mean vectors of Yˆ p¨q by
the stationary mean of both routes.
For the initialization of the covariance matrix, we want to model an initial state in which
the user is less certain about the state of route 1 than that of route 2. This higher uncertainty
of route 1 can be, for example, a consequence of the presence of a traffic light at its entrance:
the route can be congested due to the traffic light having been red for some time and turning
green when the driver arrives, but it can be quiet as well due to the traffic light having been
green for a while. We model the higher uncertainty of route 1, in the differential equation
describing the covariance matrix, by initializing it for route 1 by the diagonal matrix of the
stationary mean vector divided by b P t1.5, 2, 2.5u, whereas for route 2 we follow the same
procedure but divide by 5.
4.2. Numerical results. We evaluate (7) for i “ 1 and k “ d, so as to obtain these tail
probabilities at any time between 0 and 480 s. Using this numerical output, we compute the
mean µk and the standard deviation σk of both travel-time distributions. For routes k “ 1, 2
in setting 1, we find (in units of seconds)
µ2 “ 135.86, σ2 “ 13.87,
and
b1 “ 2{3 : µ1 “ 121.56, σ1 “ 25.43,
b1 “ 1{2 : µ1 “ 121.23, σ1 “ 20.33,
b1 “ 2{5 : µ1 “ 121.08, σ1 “ 17.51,
whereas for setting 2 we find,
µ2 “ 98.93, σ2 “ 10.56,
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Figure 8. Utility functions µk ` cσk in setting 1, plotted as function of c, for
routes k “ 1, 2, with initial standard deviation factor of road 1 (from left to
right) b1 “ 2{3, 1{2, 2{5.
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Figure 9. Utility functions µk ` cσk in setting 2, plotted as function of c, for
routes k “ 1, 2, with initial standard deviation factor of road 1 (from left to
right) b1 “ 2{3, 1{2, 2{5.
and
b1 “ 2{3 : µ1 “ 91.27, σ1 “ 19.27,
b1 “ 1{2 : µ1 “ 91.03, σ1 “ 15.49,
b1 “ 2{5 : µ1 “ 90.91, σ1 “ 13.40.
Observe that in all cases, route 1 has the smaller mean, but the higher standard deviation.
In other words: it depends on the driver’s specific preference which route she will choose. In
terms of utility functions, the route minimizing µk ` cσk will be selected. In Figure 8 and
Figure 9, we have plotted both of the utility functions, for settings 1 and 2, respectively, as a
function of c. Depending on the driver’s c-value, she picks route 1 or route 2.
5. Control of traffic flows
Arguably the ultimate goal of road traffic modeling concerns the design of traffic control
policies. One often pursues optimizing efficiency-related performance metrics such as travel-
time and throughput, while taking into account constraints, e.g., relating to the policy’s
environmental impact. Simply put, a control policy selects values for the system’s controllable
parameters. These include, for example, the speed limit (which can be enforced by the use of
matrix signs or another information system), the number of lanes (which is essentially a road
network design feature), and the arrival rate of specific vehicle types (which can be enforced
by applying ramp metering). Observe that some of these mechanisms can be seen as online
control, whereas others are of an offline, design-related nature; see e.g. [17] for a broad account
of control mechanisms.
To soundly make decisions, one needs a modeling framework that is capable of quantifying
the system’s performance as a function of the control parameters mentioned above. A few
typical examples are: ‘By how much does the throughput of a road increase when opening
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an additional lane?’, ‘How does a reduction of the maximum speed impact the travel time?’,
and ‘By how much should traffic be slowed down in case of a traffic jam?’ The objective
function is an integral part of the decision making. It could be based on average quantities,
but it could feature e.g., standard deviations and quantiles as well, making our stochastic
framework particularly useful. One could say that the problem of finding an optimal policy is
parametrized by the quantities appearing in the objective function. If, for instance, we are
working in a setting in which we express the system’s performance through an α-quantile (for
instance of the travel-time distribution), then picking α “ 95% leads to conservative policies
in which worst-case events have a relatively large weight, whereas picking α “ 50% puts more
weight on the system’s average behavior.
In this section we illustrate that the model in [14] is well-suited to evaluate the impact of
control parameters. We do so by considering the travel time as a function of maximum velocity,
the number of lanes, the arrival rate, and the percentage of trucks. To include the percentage
of trucks as a control parameter, we require a multi-class MFD; note that this multi-class
setting is covered by [14]. We first present our experimental setup for our illustration, and
then present the numerical results. We finish this section by discussing several extensions.
5.1. Experimental setup. We take the two-class MFD from [3], which gives the joint flow
of both vehicle classes as a function of their respective densities. Here vehicles from the second
class are longer, and thus take more space than vehicles from the first class, and have a lower
velocity. We refer to, e.g., [14, Example 3.3] for more background. We refer to vehicles of
class 1 as cars and to vehicles of class 2 as trucks. As parameters, we take those used in the
numerical experiments of [3], with a kilometer taken as unit length. More precisely, we take
vf1 “ 108 km/h, vf2 “ 79.2 km/h, vc “ 61.2 km/h, L1 “ 0.0065 km, L2 “ 0.0165 km, N “ 3
lanes, and β “ 0.25 as a parameter distinguishing the so-called free-flow and congestion regime.
These parameters are our ‘base set’, that is, we use the above values when the parameter is
not a control parameter.
In our experiment we consider a road segment of d “ 10 cells, each of length 1 km. Unless
we specifically study the impact of the arrival rate λ, we take λ “ λ1 ` λ2 “ 1200 veh/h.
In this scenario, the road segment is moderately loaded, but clearly the experiments in this
section can also be performed if the congestion level is higher. The fraction of trucks is denoted
by b P r0, 1s, and is taken as 0.2 (unless we specifically study its impact), so that λ1 “ p1´ bqλ
and λ2 “ bλ. Moreover, for the boundary condition at cell 10, we take νi equal to 2{3 times
the maximum possible flow for vehicle class i, i P t1, 2u.
Using our approximations we evaluate the mean and standard deviation of the travel-time
distribution for the entire segment, i.e., the time that it takes a vehicle that just entered cell 1,
to depart from cell 10. In our experiment we consider the evolution of the system, starting
from its stationary mean at time 0 (but, evidently, any other situation could be considered as
well). The travel-time distribution is computed by evaluating (7), for i “ 1, k “ 9 and for
1001 equidistant times in r0, 1400s, measured in seconds.
In our experiments we focus on the following control parameters:
˝ We first study the impact of the maximum velocities, i.e., vf1 and vf2 . We vary them
between r50.4, 118.8s km/h, corresponding to velocities between 14 and 33 m/s. In
addition, the maximum velocity of trucks is bounded at 79.2 km/h.
˝ In the second place, we assess the impact of the number of lanes N , for which we take
values in t1, 2, 3, 4, 5u. The number of lanes is an offline control parameter, with the
purpose of creating more room for vehicles, to reduce the congestion level.
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Figure 10. Mean (ErT1,10p0qs) and standard deviation (σT1,10p0q) of the approx-
imation to the travel-time distribution, plotted as function of vf (the free-flow
velocity), for b “ 0.2 (left), b “ 0.1 (middle) and b “ 0.05 (right).
˝ Thirdly, we evaluate the impact of the arrival rate λ, which we vary between 1000
and 4800, using b to compute the arrival rates for cars and trucks. Insight into this
sensitivity can be used in e.g., ramp-metering; cf. for instance [17].
˝ Last, we study the impact of b itself, for which we take values in t0.05, 0.1, 0.2u, and
for each of these values we perform all three other experiments. These experiments
shed light on the impact of the traffic mix (e.g., an increase of the fraction of vehicles
that are trucks) on the performance metric of interest.
5.2. Results of control experiments. We now present the results of the above control
experiments. We present the results for the three control parameters (maximum velocity,
number of lanes, and arrival rates) by plotting the mean and standard deviation of the
travel-time distribution as a function of this control parameter, with a separate figure for each
value of b.
We first focus on the impact of the maximum velocity. Figure 10 shows the the mean and
standard deviation of the travel time as a function of the maximum velocity. As expected, the
mean and the standard deviation are non-increasing, with the mean being hardly affected by
b. The standard deviation of the number of cars (trucks) is decreasing (increasing) in b: when
there are more vehicles involved there is more averaging, such that the variance goes down,
and vice versa.
Then we consider the impact of the number of lanes; see Figure 11. When N is already
relatively large, the effect of adding an extra lane is modest. This is mainly due to the fact that
when there is enough space, vehicles drive at their maximum velocity (which is an intrinsic
feature of the model). In addition, the mean is just very mildly affected by b, whereas the
standard deviation does substantially decrease in b.
Then we focus in Figure 12 on the impact of the arrival rates. The mean travel-time increases
when λ increases, which is due to the segment becoming more congested when the arrival
rates increases. In addition, the standard deviation is decreasing, which could be explained by
the fact that the vehicles drive at lower velocities, and thus create less variability in the travel
time. In the upper-right figure, there is a small discrepancy close to zero in the curve for the
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Figure 11. Mean (ErT1,10p0qs) and standard deviation (σT1,10p0q) of the ap-
proximation to the travel-time distribution, plotted as function of N (the number
of lanes), for b “ 0.2 (left), b “ 0.1 (middle) and b “ 0.05 (right).
trucks. This is due to the standard deviation of the travel-time distribution being too large
so that there is a significant amount of probability mass below zero (being a artefact of the
Gaussian approximation). We corrected for this by only considering the probability mass on
the positive part of the distribution’s domain and normalizing the corresponding probabilities
so that they sum to one. The discrepancy remains however, but can, for practical applications,
be remedied by fitting a curve that matches the functional form of the other curves.
5.3. Extensions. We now provide a number of extensions of the above experimental setup.
˝ In the above experiment, we varied the maximum velocity over an entire segment. This
experiment, however, can be easily adapted to a setup in which we vary the maximum
velocity of only a subset of the cells. This is particularly useful, for instance, when
evaluating by how much the maximum velocity should be reduced in case of a traffic
jam, and what its impact is on parts of the network where the maximum velocity is
not reduced.
˝ In our experiments we chose the travel-time distribution as the performance metric
of interest. Clearly, different performance metrics can be considered, relating to, e.g.,
congestion, pollution, and emission. In addition, stationary performance measures, as
discussed in Section 3, could be evaluated.
˝ There are more control parameters than the ones we considered. For instance, the
modeling framework from [14] can easily handle varying the per-cell MFD (or, more
precisely, the discrete flux-function), so as to quantify the effect of e.g., geometric
features of the road.
˝ Finally, with respect to control, one could say that our approach is to a large exntent
future-proof. If for instance autonomous vehicles are introduced in today’s traffic
structure, then these are potentially controlled by artificial intelligence, which, together
with interactions with non-autonomous vehicles, inherently leads to stochastic behavior.
Therefore, stochastic models will still be required, but with an adapted shape of the
MFD, and with autonomous vehicles included as a specific vehicle type.
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Figure 12. Mean (ErT1,10p0qs) and standard deviation (σT1,10p0q) of the ap-
proximation to the travel-time distribution, plotted as function of λ (the arrival
rate), for b “ 0.2 (left), b “ 0.1 (middle) and b “ 0.05 (right).
As a final remark, we want to emphasize that for all control measures and extensions
discussed in this section, their implementation in the model amounts to an adaptation of
(some of) the discrete flux-functions, and/or a change in the model parameters. Therefore,
with the methodology that we use it is possible, and in fact quite simple, to evaluate the
impact of several implemented control measures simultaneously, instead of quantifying the
impact of single control measures in isolation.
6. A network example
In this section we illustrate the use of Gaussian approximations in a network setting. We
do so using an example network that is detailed enough to cover all relevant features: there
is merging and diverging behavior of traffic, with arrivals and departures at the boundary
of the network. We work with a relatively small structure, so as to present the underlying
principles as cleanly as possible. In this respect, we stress that the same methodology can
be used to assess any network topology, under the proviso that one is able to solve the
spatial Riemann problems that correspond to the used MFD, yielding the required discrete
flux-function. Importantly, these Riemann problems can be restricted to the case where two
cells merge into one cell, and the case where one cell diverges into two cells, as with these
two ‘building blocks’ any network topology can be constructed, cf. [4, Figs. 2 and 3]. For
the precise description of the underlying construction, including the solution of the Riemann
problems pertaining to the Daganzo MFD that we will be using in this section, we refer to [4].
Figure 13 visualizes the network we work with in this section. There are six roads, denoted
r1 up to r6, where road k consists of dk P N cells. Vehicles arrive at a cell in front of r1 at rate
λ, from which they enter the first cell of r1. From the last cell of r1, traffic diverges into the
first cells of r2 and r4, from which it propagates into these roads. At the last cell of r2, traffic
either goes into r3 or to an auxiliary cell from which it leaves the network. The same applies
to vehicles leaving the last cell of r4, where traffic goes into r5 or leaves via an auxiliary cell.
From the last cells of r3 and r5, vehicles merge into the first cell of r6. Vehicles then propagate
until the last cell of r6, from where they enter an auxiliary cell from where they leave the
network. At any cell where vehicles potentially leave, we let the rate of leaving be bounded by
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Figure 13. Schematic representation of the network, consisting of 6 roads ri
between circular nodes, with di P N cells per road, i P t1, . . . , 6u. Arrows with
label λ or ν are, respectively, cells at which arrivals and departures occur.
ν. The padding cells in front of r1 as well as after r2, r4, and r6 have been added to ensure
that in no cell merging or diverging simultaneously occurs with arrivals and departures.
In our setup, we let vehicles diverge according to a fixed routing probability, as in [4,
Section 3.3]. In our network traffic diverges at the ends of r1, r2 and r4. Denote by p12 the
probability of traffic from r1 being routed onto r2, so that the probability of being routed onto
r4 is p14 :“ 1´ p12. The probabilities p23 and p45 are defined in an analogous manner. There
is one point in the network where streams merge: at the last cells of r3 and r5, before vehicles
are routed onto r6. When the first cell of road 6 cannot accommodate the flows resulting
from the last cells of r3 and r5, the parameter p36 provides the fraction of available capacity
allocated to vehicles stemming from r3 that can enter the first cell of r6 (with the remainder
p56 :“ 1´ p36 being allocated to vehicles stemming from r5).
Importantly, in principle all parameters can be chosen different from each another, and in
addition time-dependent. However, as our experiments are primarily intended to demonstrate
our approach, we consider relatively simple instance. In particular, we take time-independent
parameters, and use the same ν at each exit. Moreover, we can work with cell-specific discrete
flux-functions, thus facilitating assessing the effect of for instance speed limits in specific cells.
6.1. Symmetric example. To demonstrate our approach, we start by considering a symmet-
ric setting. We denote the parameters and of cell i at road k by a subscript i and superscript k.
In particular, the length of cell i at road k is denoted `
pkq
i , which in our experiments we take
equal to 1 km, for i P t1, . . . , dku, k P t1, . . . , 6u. We extend the notation for the vehicle density
ρip¨q in a similar way to ρpkqi p¨q.
We choose our parameters such that the paths r1 Ñ r2 Ñ r3 Ñ r6 and r1 Ñ r4 Ñ r5 Ñ r6
are equally used: we take p12 “ p36 “ 12 , and p23 “ p45 “ 34 . The other parameters are
λ “ 1800 veh/h, ν “ 900 veh/h. We let each road k consist of dk “ 5 cells. For the discrete
flux-function, we let, for all cells on all roads, vf “ 80 km/h, w “ 20 km/h, ρmax “ 108
veh/km, qmax “ 1800 veh/h.
In Figures 14 and 15 we have plotted the mean of our Gaussian approximation corresponding
to the vehicle densities ρ
pkq
i , for the first and last cells of the segments (i.e., i P 1, 5) and all
roads (i.e., k P t1, . . . , 6u). In addition we show the confidence intervals (whose widths amount
to two standard deviations) on the time interval r0, 1000s. In this example we have started
from an empty system, but any other starting condition can be dealt with analogously. The
mean and standard deviation are found by solving the differential equations that are the
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Figure 14. Mean and variance of vehicle density, in the symmetric setting, for
cells 1 and 5 of r1, r2 and r4, for t P r0, 1000s.
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Figure 15. Mean and variance of vehicle density, in the symmetric setting, for
cells 1 and 5 of r3, r5 and r6, for t P r0, 1000s.
network counterpart of (4). Observe from the graphs how for each rk, cell 5 lags behind cell 1
in terms of the build-up of the vehicle density, showing the principle of forward-propagation
in this network context. Also note how the mean traffic density ρ
p1q
5 p¨q is correctly divided
(according to p12 “ 12) into two equal parts, with the variance being proportionally split as
well. We in addition observe that some traffic is departing the system after leaving cell 5 of r2
(and cell 5 of r4), as can be seen by comparing ρ
p2q
5 p¨q to ρp3q1 p¨q.
Figures 16 and 17 show the results of the same experiment, but now on the time interval
r0, 5400s. They show the backpressure that is being exerted throughout the network, starting
at the end of r6. Moreover, the symmetry of ρ
p3q
5 p¨q and ρp5q5 p¨q shows the correct merging
behavior: both roads get equal priority, so that capacity in the first cell or r6 is equally split.
Summarizing, our experiments illustrate that, in our network context, the model is capable
of reproducing the proper characteristics. At any point in time, we have the mean and standard
deviation of the vehicle densities corresponding to the individual cells, but in addition one
can evaluate all covariances (both in the spatial and the temporal sense, that is). As stressed
before, having access to these quantities enable the evaluation of a broad range of performance
metrics, thus supporting the assessment of the efficacy of various control measures.
6.2. Non-symmetric example. We proceed by an example featuring a non-symmetric
network. It shows how one can use the Gaussian approximation to properly quantify the
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Figure 16. Mean and variance of vehicle density, in the symmetric setting, for
cells 1 and 5 of r1, r2 and r4, for t P r0, 5400s.
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Figure 17. Mean and variance of vehicle density, in the symmetric setting, for
cells 1 and 5 of r3, r5 and r6, for t P r0, 5400s.
impact of a change in the parameters. We take the network studied in the previous subsection,
but we change the maximum velocities of r2, r3, r4, and r5, while varying the routing probability
p12. More precisely, we increase the maximum velocity of r2 and r3 to 100 km/h, whereas
we lower the maximum velocity of r4 and r5 to 60 km/h. For these settings, we evaluate the
system state for t P r0, 5400s, measured in seconds, for p12 P t0.25, 0.5, 0.75u, again starting
with an empty network at time 0. Both the maximum velocity and the routing probability can
be considered as control parameters; regarding the latter, realize that drivers’ routing decisions
can be influenced by route-selection software. In a practical setting, one wishes to select the
values of the control parameters that optimize a certain objective function, often under some
constraints. If one is in a situation in which the objective function can be expressed in terms
of the joint vehicle density distribution, one can use our Gaussian methodology to evaluate
an approximation of the objective function, which can then be optimized over the control
parameter space.
Figure 18 shows, for p12 “ 0.5, the mean vehicle density of cells 1 and 5 of r6, on r0, 5400s,
together with a confidence interval (which is again two standard deviations wide). For
p12 “ 0.25 and p12 “ 0.75 we obtain almost identical figures, so we have omitted those.
Figure 19 correspond to cell 5 of r3 and r5, with p12 P t0.25, 0.5, 0.75u.
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Figure 18. Mean and variance of vehicle density, in the non-symmetric setting
with p12 “ 0.5, for cells 1 and 5 of r6, for t P r0, 5400s.
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Figure 19. Mean and variance of vehicle density, in the non-symmetric setting
with p12 “ 0.25 (left column), p12 “ 0.5 (middle column) and p12 “ 0.75 (right
column), for cell 5 of r3 (upper row) and r5 (lower row), for t P r0, 5400s.
As expected, when increasing p12, the vehicle density on r3 increases and the vehicle density
on r5 decreases. By comparing the top left and bottom right figure, one sees that the maximum
velocity has an effect on vehicle densities as well: when lowering the maximum velocity, the
vehicle density increases. This can also be seen, however less clearly, by comparing the top
right and bottom left figures, and the figures in the middle column. Another interesting
phenomenon is the onset of congestion, due to backpressure from cell 1 in r6. The time of this
onset can be controlled for r3 and r5, but also the intensity at which the level of congestion
increases, which can be seen from comparing the figures for r3 with p12 “ 0.5 and p12 “ 0.75
(and similarly for r5 with p12 “ 0.25 and p12 “ 0.5).
Suppose, for instance, that one wishes to minimize the amount of carbon-dioxide emitted
by vehicles (which increases in the vehicles’ velocities), but at the same time the throughput
(which also increases with maximum velocity, but relatively slowly) is to be maximized. For any
weight assigned to these two opposite effects, with our approximation one can select the values
of p12 and the maximum velocities that optimize the resulting objective function. Because we
have an approximation of the full distribution of the vehicle densities, our objective function
does not necessarily contain mean values only, but can also contain higher moments (and
therefore standard deviations) and quantiles. For instance, in the context of the above example,
in case one wishes to work with a conservative estimate of the carbon-dioxide emission, one
can use its, say, 95th percentile.
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7. Concluding remarks
In this paper we have demonstrated how the Gaussian process approximation that was
developed in [7, 8, 14] can be used for the purposes of designing transportation networks
and controlling vehicular traffic flows. With a comprehensive analysis of a historical dataset,
we have shown that the joint per-cell vehicle density distribution is well approximated by a
multivariate Gaussian distribution. In addition, with various examples, we have illustrated
the potential of the Gaussian methodology for applications in design and control. These
examples include (i) the evaluation of steady-state performance measures, (ii) route choice
based on stochastic travel times, (iii) various traffic control mechanisms, and (iv) Gaussian
approximations in a network setting, but clearly various other applications can be thought of.
The experiments implicitly highlight the apprioriateness of our stochastic traffic model over a
deterministic counterpart.
This research can be continued in various directions. From an applications point of view, the
demonstrated methodologies can be used in various other design-related issues, e.g., evaluating
the performance of various network layouts. Moreover, they can be used to develop control
algorithms that aim at using real-time information to improve efficiency. In addition, while
we can make the methodology work for networks of intermediate size, we could explore the
computational challenges that arise in relation to the numerical evaluation for large-scale
networks.
In terms of more theoretical research themes, there are several promising directions as well.
As argued in Section 3.3, integrals of ρp¨q are relevant in the context of transient performance
measures. Noticing now that an integral of a Gaussian process is itself a Gaussian process,
one can set up a framework for Gaussian approximations of transient performance measures.
In addition, one could focus on developing route-selection algorithms with non-standard cost
functions (such as a given percentile of the travel-time distribution, or the mean travel time
increased by a given multiple of the corresponding standard deviation). Finally, one could aim
at applying our scaling methodology to microscopic or mesoscopic stochastic models, which
lend themselves better for describing the specific dynamics of urban environments, e.g., in
networks featuring relatively many intersections.
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Appendix A. Supplementary material to Section 2
Index Name measurement site
1 RWS01_MONIBAS_0021hrl0432ra
2 RWS01_MONIBAS_0021hrl0426ra
3 RWS01_MONIBAS_0021hrl0420ra
4 RWS01_MONIBAS_0021hrl0414ra
5 RWS01_MONIBAS_0021hrl0409ra
6 RWS01_MONIBAS_0021hrl0403ra
Table 1. Measurement site names of the closed-off segment.
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Figure 20. Cumulative p-values of χ2 tests at site 1, as a function of time,
for τ -minute intervals, with τ “ 1 (top left), τ “ 2 (top right), τ “ 5 (bottom
left), and τ “ 10 (bottom right).
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Figure 21. Cumulative p-values of χ2 tests at site 3, as a function of time,
for τ -minute intervals, with τ “ 1 (top left), τ “ 2 (top right), τ “ 5 (bottom
left), and τ “ 10 (bottom right).
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Figure 22. Distribution of flows at site 1, at times 05:20 am (left) and 07:20
am, measured in intervals of τ minutes, for τ “ 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 (read from above
to below).
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Figure 23. Distribution of flows at site 3, at times 05:20 am (left) and 07:20
am, measured in intervals of τ minutes, for τ “ 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 (read from above
to below).
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Figure 24. Cumulative p-values of χ2-test (Ppα,βqptq), for linear combinations
of measurements at site 1 and site 2, as a function of time t, for τ “ 1.
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Figure 25. Cumulative p-values of χ2-test (Ppα,βqptq), for linear combinations
of measurements at site 1 and site 2, as a function of time t, for τ “ 2.
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Figure 26. Cumulative p-values of χ2-test (Ppα,βqptq), for linear combinations
of measurements at site 2 and site 3, as a function of time t, for τ “ 1.
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Figure 27. Cumulative p-values of χ2-test (Ppα,βqptq), for linear combinations
of measurements at site 1 and site 6, as a function of time t, for τ “ 2.
